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KYBERNETIKA- VOLUME 19 (1983), NUMBER 3 

2-D POLYNOMIAL EQUATIONS 

MICHAEL ŠEBEK 

Linear equations in two-dimensional (2-D) real polynomials are investigated. Existence 
of a minimum degree solution is studied. Various necessary and sufficient conditions of solva
bility are given which are suited for practical testing. Three computational algorithms are de
scribed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During recent years, a growing interest has been developed into problems involving 
systems and/or signals which depend on more than one variable (for reviews of this 
trend see, e.g., [2], [14] and references therein). 

These multidimensional systems and/or signals have been investigated in relation 
to several modern engineering fields such as multidimensional system synthesis, 
the control of delay-differential systems, multidimensional digital filtering, multi-
variable network realizability, digital picture processing, seismic data processing, 
X-ray enhancement, gravity and magnetic field mapping, image deblurring, the 
enhancement and analysis of aerial photographs for detection of forest fires or crop 
damage, the analysis of satellite weather photographs, etc. 

In this paper we focus our attention on two-dimensional (2-D) systems. The 2-D 
systems can be properly described by polynomials in two indeterminates (2-D 
polynomials). (See, for example, [3], [7], [8], [10], [12], [13], [14], [15] and refe
rences therein.) These indeterminates may represent operations of differentiation 
and/or delaying. Furthermore, they can also represent the dependence of the system 
on parameters or the aging of the system when it depends on time. 

A growing presence of algebraic methods can be observed in the control theory 
in the last decade. Specifically, polynomial equations have become a useful tool 
for synthesis of 1-D control systems (see, e.g., [16], [18], [9] and [6]). From an 
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analogy, 2-D polynomial equations are believed to play the same role in the area 
of 2-D systems. 

For one example of a 2-D problem solved via 2-D polynomial equations the reader 
is referred to [15]. As another example, 2-D polynomial equations with zero coprime 
left-hand side polynomials appear when applying polynomial equations over rings 
used recently in [5] for "split" systems over rings. 

The aim of this paper is to look at the 2-D polynomial equations from the control 
theoretical point of view. First, the existence of a "minimum degree solution" is 
studied. Then the classical fundamental results on solvability are mentioned briefly. 
Since these are not well suited for practical computation, two different new necessary 
and sufficient conditions of solvability are derived which are practically applicable. 
Finally, several computational algorithms are described which are, in fact, generaliza
tions of the well-known 1-D algorithms. 

An alternative way to the solution of a slightly less general type of the 2-D poly
nomial equations seems to be in the application of the method by Emre for the 2-D 
case (see [4], Remark 3.10). 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

This paper is starred by real polynomials in two indeterminates: v and w. Denoting 
the field of real (or complex) numbers by 3$ (or <if) then 3t\v\ and 3$(v) mean the ring 
of real polynomials in v and the field of real rational functions in v, respectively. 
The ring of real polynomials in two indeterminates is naturally denoted by 3k\y, w\ 
This ring can also be viewed as 3$\v\ [w], that is, the ring of polynomials in w with 
coefficients in 0t\y\. Finally, 3i(v) [w] denotes the ring of polynomials in w with 
coefficients from 3i(v). The ring 3i(v) [w] is useful since, unlike 3k\y, w], it possesses 
the Euclidean division algorithm, which is an important feature of 3$\w\. Rings 
ffl\w\ 3$(w), 3$\w, v] and 3t(v) [w] can be defined in an analogous manner. 

Properties of the above rings are described in any textbook of algebra, e.g., in [17], 
while 1-D polynomial matrices are treated in detail, e.g., in [9]. Here we just intro
duce some notation briefly. 

The w-degree of a polynomial P e 3k\y, w] (3A(y) [w]) denoted by degw P, is 
the greatest power of w occurring in P. A greatest common divisor of polynomials 
P and Q is denoted by gcd (P, Q). (s, z)e(€ x <€ is the zero of a polynomial P(v, w) e 
s3i\v,w\ iff P(s, z) = 0. Polynomials P, Q e 3t\v,w\ are factor coprime iff 
gcd (P, Q) = 1 and zero coprime iff they have no zero in common. Finally, 
P | Q means P divides Q. 

In this paper 3k\y\ [w] and 3$(v) [w] are preferred for brevity. However, analogous 
procedures employing 3i\w\ [v] and 3#(w) [v] can be obtained simply by interchang
ing the roles of v and w. 
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3. BASIC PROPERTIES 

Consider the equation 

(1) AX + BY=C 

where A, B and C are given polynomials of M\y, w] such that A and B are factor 
coprime. This will be called a (linear) 2-D polynomial equation and by its solution 
we mean any pair of polynomials X, Ye 9l\y, w] satisfying (l). 

The influence of a possible common factor of A, B is well understood from the 
1-D case (simply gcd (A, B) must divide C) and therefore we suppose for simplicity 
that any common factor has already been cancelled from (l). 

Equation (l) is linear and hence its general solution can be obtained from a parti
cular one as follows. 

Theorem I. Let X', Y' be a solution of (1). Then the general solution of (1) is 

(2) X = X' + BT 

Y = r - AT 

for an arbitrary polynomial Te 'M\y, w]. 

Proof. The proof follows along the same line as the proof of the corresponding 
1-D theorem given in [9]. • 

In the case of 1-D, the application of the Euclidean division algorithm to relation (2) 
shows the existence of the (unique) "minimum degree solution" of (l). Since 'M\y, w] 
is not the Euclidean ring, however, one would not expect any similar result in 2-D. 
Surprisingly, this holds true also in 2-D under very general conditions. 

Consider A, B and C as polynomials of 0t\y\ [w] 

(3) A = fl0 + fljW + . . . + amw'" 

B = b0 + b±w + . . . + by 

C = c0 + crw + ... + cpw" 

where m = degw A, n = degw B , p = degw C and all ah b, and c; e 'M\y\ Further 
write 

d = gcd (am, b„) e M\y\ 

so that am = dmd, b„ = E„d for am, b„eM[v]. Now we are in a position to state 
the main result of this section. 

Theorem 2. Let the equation (l) be solvable. If 

(4) p = degw C Sm + n ~ 1 
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and if either 

(5a) d = 1 

or, at ieast, 

(5b) gcd (d, am_1bn — 5-&„-i) = 1 and d | cp 

then there is a unique solution X, Y of (l) such that 

degw X g n - 1 
and, consequently, 

deg„ Y S m - 1 

Proof. Write 
X' = A-Q + xiw + . . . + x'kw

k 

y = y'o + y'iw + . • • + y[wl 

where all x';, y'j e 9t\y~\, for a solution X', Y' of (1) and suppose that k > n — 1. 
In view of (2) any X of the form 

(6) X = x'Q + x\ w + . . . + x'kw
k + (_0 + bxw + . . . + bnw") t 

with an arbitrary t e M\y, w~\ is also a solution of (1). An A- such that degw X < k 
can evidently be found iff 

(7) K | x'k 

We now wish to show that this is always the case when both (4) and (5) are satis
fied. To do this we equate the coefficients of the highest (k + m) power of w in (I). 
This yields 

(8) a„,x'k + b„y', = 0 

and hence 

(9) b„ | amx'k 

Now when (5a) is satisfied then (9) implies (7) immediately. If, on the other hand, 
only (5b) is satisfied then (9) yields just b„ | x'k so that 

(10) x'k = bnu 

for a polynomial u e Sk\y\ whereby 

(11) y\ = -amu 

as well. Nevertheless, equating further the coefficients of w"+k~1 in (l) gives 

/ 0 for k > n 
am-ixk + a,txk_, + Z>„_i>>, + b„y,^1 = < ^ ^ fe = ^ 

and, inserting (10) and (11), 

(a,,,-^,, - b„^xdm)u + d(amx,^1 + S .^ - t ) = <^ 
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from which, due to (5b), 
d\u 

so that, in view of (10), (9) results again. 
We summarize what was done as follows. For any solution X', Y for which 

degw X' > n - 1 we can employ (6) to compute another solution X, Y such that 
dsgwX < degwX'. After repeating this procedure until deg„, X <, n — 1 the minimum 
w-degree solution results. It is easy to see that under (4) always / = m + k — n 
so that for the desired X, Ywe have degw Y < m — 1 . • 

In fact, the assumptions (4) and (5) make it possible to estimate the minimum 
w-degree of a solution and thereby to simplify both solvability conditions and 
algorithms. The conditions (4) and (5) are satisfied in most practical problems. 
Even, if for given polynomials A, B and C, they do not hold in J?[v] [w], they may 
still be satisfied in ^?[w] [v]. That is why, from now on, we assume that A, B and C 
in (I) satisfy (4) and (5). The more general cases are postponed until Section 7. 

4. SOLVABILITY CONDITIONS 

We begin this section by recalling that the 1-D version of equation (l) (with 
coprime A, B) has always a solution. Is this true for 2-D polynomial equations as well? 
Unfortunately, the answer is no. As an example, notice that the equation 

v2x + wy = v 

has no solution regardless of the fact that gcd (v, w) = 1. The reason is, roughly 
spsaking, that the common zero A and B does not possess a proper "multiplicity" 
in C. 

It is our aim to investigate the situation more deeply. The fundamental results 
go back to Hilbert, Noether [11] and Bertjni [ l ] . Our brief exposition is due to van 
der Waerden [17]. 

Hilbert's Nullstellensatz. If a polynomial F e M\y, w] vanishes at all zeros 
common to polynomials A and B then there is an integer p such that the equation 

AX + BY = F" 
has a solution (and conversely). 

Proof. See, e.g., [17]. • 

Hilbert's Nullstellensatz has an easy but for the control theory important corollary. 

Theorem 3. An equation 
AX + BY= 1 

has a solution if and only if the polynomials A and B are zero coprime. 
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The relation AX + BY = 1 is often referred to as the Bezout identity. 

For the purposes of the next theorem we need the following additional notions: 
The ideal \(G, H) generated by polynomials G, H e 0t\y, w] (defined as the set of all 
expressions of the form EC + FH where E, F e 0t\y, w]), the greatest common 
divisor gcd (§ , £) of ideals § and £ (which consists of all sums K + L, where K e § , 
Le £) and the power £ p of an ideal £ (consisting of all sums XLiI^ ••• Lp where 
L1; •.., L „ e § ) . For the precise definitions, the reader is referred to any textbook 
of algebra (for example, [17]). 

Fundamental Theorem of Noether. Let 9)1 = I (A, B) and for every zero (s, z) 
common to both A and B, let p denote the smallest integer such that 

£pcgcd(9JZ,flp + 1) 

where £ = l(v — s, w - z). If C satisfies 

c e gdc (art, £p) 

for all such £, then C e 9M or, equivalently, the equation (l) has a solution. 

Proof. See [17]. Q 

The above theorems provide a good theoretical insight into the problem. On the 
other hand, they are not suited for practical testing of solvability, for the very reason 
of computing the common zeros of 2-D polynomials. 

Now we wish to propose two methods which provides necessary and sufficient 
conditions suited for practical computation. In addition, as will be shown in the 
next section, they directly yield a minimum w-degree solution. The underlaying 
philosophy of our approach is that, instead of testing the existence of any solution, 
we test just the existence of the minimum w-degree solution. If this minimum 
w-degree solution fails to exist, Theorem 2 implies that there is no solution at all. 

The first way consists in converting the given 2-D polynomial equation to a 1-D 
polynomial matrix equation, properties of which are now well understood (see, e.g., 
[9]). To do it write again 

and 

where all coefficients are from rM\y\, and form the 1-D polynomial matrices (with 
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A = a0 + atw + . , . + amwm 

B = bQ + btw + .. . + bnw" 

C = c0 + CyW + . • + c,,w" 

X = АG + XjW + . • • + *n-lW" 

Y = Уo + Уiw + • •• + Уm-lW' 



entries from @[v~\) 

a0, au ..., am 

a0, au . .., a„ 

a0, au . . . , 0„ 

b0, Ъu ...,bn 

Ъ0,bu ..., bn 

b0, bu ..., b„ 

C = [c0,cu ...,cp] 

X = [x0,xu . . . ,x m _j] 

y = [J\>.-V_. ••.,.v,.i] 

The composite square polynomial matrix 

И 
•s called the polynomial Sylvester matrix and its determinant is called the resultant. 

Recall that, since Theorem 2 is to be employed, conditions (4) —(5) are assumed. 
Now we are ready to state the necessary and sufficient condition of solvability of (l). 

Theorem 4. An equation (l) has a solution if and only if is a right divisor of C. 

Proof. In view of Theorem 2, (1) has a solution iff it has the minimum w-degree 
solution. Substituting this solution and using the notation above, (1) reads 

K-]-
and the theorem follows at once from the theory of 1-D polynomial matrix equation 
(see [9]). • 

The solvability condition can be stated in still another way. Considering (1) as 
a polynomial equation in _?(v) [w], then it has always a unique minimum degree 
solution X, Ye &t(y) [w] (for which deg w Z < degw B and degwY < degwA). This is 
true by standard results ([9]) for 0t(y) [w] is a Euclidean domain. On the other hand, 
in view of Theorem 2, (l) has a unique minimum w-degree solution X, Ye 3k\y, w] 
(if it has a solution in 0l\y, w] at all). Now 3k\y, w] c 3%(y) [w] so that every solution 
in 0l[y, w] is clearly also the solution in 3$(v) [w] and, consequently, the two minimum 
degree solutions above, X, ¥ and X, Y, must coincide. This is summarized in the 
following. 

Theorem 5. Let X, Ye 3i(y) [w] be the minimum degree solution of the equation 
(1) in M(v) [w]. Then (l) has a solution in 3k[y, w] if and only if X, Ye M[v, w]. 
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5. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS 

The two preceding theorems yield directly two ways of solving the 2-D polynomial 
equation. The following algorithms both result in the minimum w-degree solution. 
If any other solution is desired, it can be obtained from (2). 

According to the proof of Theorem 4, the equation (l) can be rewritten as 

(12) [**][£]-c 
This 1-D polynomial matrix equation of a special type can be solved, for example, 
in the following steps. 

Algorithm 1 . 

1) Using elementary row operations carry out the reduction 

[î|i.]-[-!Ч 
where D is a square upper triangular polynomial matrix. 

2) Find a polynomial matrix C such that 

Denoting 
= [_0, . „ . . . , ř „ , + „ _ 1 ] 

dц,d12, .. .,dlm + „ 

đ„ 

(13) 

0 dm+„,n + „ 

the entries of C can be calculated from 

1 
(c,- - £ Õ A + I . Í + I ) 

df+i . i+i * = o 

When some ch i — 0 , . . . , m + n — 1, is not a polynomial of .5?[v] but merely 
a polynomial fraction, then the equation has no solution. 

3) Otherwise, the desired solution is given by 

(14) 

Alternatively, Theorem 5 offers to solve the equation 

(15) AX + BY = C 

for X, Ye _?(v) [w] instead of (l). This can be done as follows. 
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Algorithm 2. 

1) Using elementary row operations (now in &l(y) [w]) perform the reduction 

(1.6) p l O ] [ 1 Ex £21 

\B 0 l j [0 E3 E4J 
where Eu E2, E3 and E4 e 0t(y) [w]. 

2) Carry out the division 

(17) ^ = Q + -V y B B 

to obtain a quotient Q e ^ ( v ) [w] a n d a reminder R 6 'M{y) [w] such that 

degw R < degw B 
and put 

(18) X = R 

Y = E2 + AQ 

3) Now either X, Y are polynomials of M\y, w] (and not merely of 3£(y) [w]) and 
then they form the desired solution of (1) or they are not of 3ft\y, w] (they are 
polynomial fractions in v) which means that (l) has no solution. 

For an alternative procedure solving (15) the reader is referred to [4]. 

6. EXAMPLE 

As an example let us take the equation (1) with 

A = 1 + vw + w2 + vw2 

B = w + vw 

C = 2 + v - w 

Since conditions (4) —(5b) are satisfied, let us start with Algorithm 1. 
The matrices A, B and C read 

A = [1 v 1 + v] 

1 + v 0 "I 
0 1 + vj 

C = [2 + v - 1 0 ] 

l) Since itself is an upper triangular matrix, take directly 
|_®J 

- r a -
1 V 1 + v 
0 1 + v 0 
0 0 1 + V 

= 1 
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2) Using (13) recurrently, C is computed to be 

C = [2 + v - 1 - v - 2 - v] 

3) For E = 1, take [XV] = € so that the desired solution of (1) is 

(19) X = 2 + v 

Y = — 1 — v — 2w — vw 

Alternatively, Algorithm 2 can be employed: 

l) Carrying out the reduction (16) 

_ v + (1 + v)n 

1 + v 

.0 - ( 1 + v)w 1+ v w + ( l + v)w2_ 

"l + vw + (1 + v) w2 1 0 
(1 + v)w 0 1 

We get Ex = 1 and E2 = — w . 
1 + v 

2) Performing the division (17) 

2 + v — w 

(1 + v) w 

1 

and we have 

e= -

= è + 

and 

(1 + v) w 

= 2 + v. 

3) Inserting this in (18) gives (19) again. 

Finally, if the general solution is desired, it is of the form 

X = 2 + v + (w + vw)T 

Y=-l-v-2w-vw — (1 + v w + w2 + vw2) T 

with an arbitrary Te 3i\y, w] as a parameter. 

7. GENERAL CASE 

Up to now just 2-D polynomial equations with A, B and C satisfying (4)-(5) 
have been focussed on. In spite of the fact that such equations are believed to cover 
lots of control problems, the other cases are worth studying as well. They are treated 
in this part. 

We begin by removing the restriction (4) on the w-degree of the right-hand side 
polynomial C. Let now 

(20) C=p>m+n-l 
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Denoting q = p — (m + n - 1), form 1-D polynomial matrices 

aQ, au ..., am 

a0,au ...,a„ 

ac, au ..., am 

n + q 

b0, bu ..., b„ 
b0,bu ...,b„ 

bQ, ...,ъ„ 

m + q 

The same type of reasoning as in Theorem 2 and Theorem 4 gives the following 
results. 

Theorem 6. The equation (1) with (5) and (20) has a solution if and only if a greatest 
common right divisor of matrices Aq and Bq is a right divisor of C. 

Identifying A0 = A and B0 = B, Theorem 6 is clearly consistent with Theorem 4. 
By denoting 

Xq = L^O' Xl> • • •» Xn-l+q\ 

Yq = Oo,.Fi, •••,ym-i+q] 
the equation (1) reads 

(21) XqAq + YqBq = C 

This 1-D polynomial matrix equation is a generalization of (12). It can be solved 
as follows. 

Algorithm 3. 

1) Employing elementary row operations carry out the reduction 

ГA/ІI O] ГÐ|£. E Л 
\Bq j 0 / J [0 | E3 £4J 

where D is an upper triangular 1-D polynomial matrix. 

2) As in Algorithm 1, find a polynomial matrix C such that 

3) Then every X, Y of the form 

for an arbitrary 1-D polynomial matrix T of appropriate dimensions produce X, 
Y which is a solution of (l). 
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Hence the violation of (4) causes no problems since we are still able to estimate 
the minimum w-degree of a solution. No such estimation is known, however, when 
(5) is violated by 

gcd(d, am_1bn — amb„_1) 4= 1 

as it is, for example, in the case of the equation 

(22) (1 + w + (v - 1) w2) X + (vw + (v - 1) w2) Y = (l + v) w3 

The w-degree of its solution 
X = w3 

Y = w2 - wy 

cannot be further reduced. 
In such a case we can only take a "sufficiently high" / and search for a solution 

of w-degree less or equal to / by means of the 1-D equation 

^ / - ( n - l ) ^ / - ( n - l ) + ^ / - (m- l )®/ - (n - l ) = ^ 

If this equation is not solvable, however, there can still be a solution of (1) (with 
degw X > I). 

Notice that, fortunately, (22) satisfies both (4) and (5) in v (i.e., when all A, B, C 
are considered of ^?[w] [v]) so that, of course, the use of Algorithm 1 (Algorithm 2) 
in 3t[w] (3t(w) [v]) would be preferred. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Linear equations in 2-D polynomials have been investigated. First, conditions 
ensuring the existence of a unique minimum w-degree solution were given (Theorem 
2). These conditions made it possible to derive various new necessary and sufficient 
conditions of solvability which are practically testable (Theorems 4, 5 and 6). Finally, 
computational algorithms were described using either a 1-D polynomial matrix 
equation (Algorithm 1, 3) or a 1-D polynomial equation over the Euclidean domain 
^2(v)[w] (Algorithm 2). 
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